














              KI - (n.) energy
Modern strength training came quite later to the Asian martial arts.  The earliest well documented case having institutional importance was in Japan in the 1960’s.  Donn Draeger persuaded his fellow judoka in Tokyo to take “the iron pill”.​[1]​ About the same time Masatatsu Oyama incorporated weight training into his new kyukushinkankai karate.​[2]​  Martial arts sport was becoming more prominent, first in judo and then in taekwondo, now both Olympic sports, as well as in karate and Thai boxing.  Moreover it was becoming more international.  Under such influences, the martial arts came more and more to adopt modern Western methods for gaining strength and endurance.  Thus the use of modern strength training in the martial arts coincided with and often accompanied an emphasis on sport competition. 
Although in practice often the two overlap, I find it worthwhile to distinguish martial art and martial art sport.  For the latter, like any other sport, the contest is paramount.  Accordingly the training centers upon it.  As contests, especially those run by organizations, tend to be scheduled in advance, those in martial art sport can benefit from peak training.  You need not excel every day but only during the time of the contest to be a champion.  You train so as to arrive at the pinnacle of your athletic excellence then, albeit for a short time. In contrast, a martial art focuses on self-defense and often on the course of a person’s entire life. Here peak training makes little sense: I cannot tell an attacker please to come back when I am rested, full of protein and have my skill peaking.​[3]​  I cannot say that I am now too injured or too old or too infirm to be mugged; you should have come earlier.  As for the more spiritual or artistic side of a martial art, as in morality I do not want peak training, to be a good, virtuous person for only short periods of my life.  On account of these differences in time and in goals, strength training may well take different forms in the sport and the art.    
Again there is the difference that martial art sport, like Western sport in general, tends to focus on the young.  Note that most discussions of strength likewise focus on people in their prime, indeed on the premier athletes.  But most of us are not elite athletes, and those who are have that status for but short periods of their lives.  However we remain human beings for our entire lives--and the traditional martial arts have the tradition of helping us to cope with such lives—not merely for the personal safety in self-defense but also with the human condition and its moral imperatives in some fundamental, existential sense.  
Here I shall focus on the martial arts and not martial art sport.  Due to their overlap some training methods apply to both: how to develop more speed in the movements; how to develop more force in the techniques.  Others do not, like the peak training just mentioned. So my focus will be strength training in the martial arts during the course of a whole life.  
To be sure, the traditional martial arts have always laid much stress on conditioning exercises for generating power in their techniques and for enduring the brutalities of combat and contest.  Some traditions did use weights before those of Western style arrived: the Okinawan and later the Japanese used the iron geta.​[4]​  In weapons training the weapon itself can be used as a weight.  Again a lot of drills focus on developing speed—in Western terms, on enhancing fast-twitch muscles and retraining the slow-twitch ones.  Still strength training in the sense of training to be able to move large masses one or multiple times and using specialized equipment was generally not part of the curriculum, except perhaps in sumo.  In modern times, when certain weight-training programs like the ’10-8-6’ proved to enhance the relevant athletic abilities, the martial arts came to adopt them too.​[5]​  
I see the issue whether strength training in its various types improves performance in the martial arts, or in martial art sports for that matter, mainly as a technical one, where philosophy can offer little insight aside from the usual conceptual clarifications.  In any case I will put it aside.  
Instead I wish to consider a more theoretical and fundamental issue.  The martial arts have focused on the development of ki (Chinese: qi or ch’i).  They are traditionally divided into the hard, external, yang styles and the soft, internal, yin styles.  Hard styles, like shotokan karate, have much overt muscular effort.  They emphasize calisthenics and have embraced Western strength training. Soft styles, like tai ch’i, have very little overt muscular effort and hardly ever have calisthenics or strength training of the Western sort.  Yet a master of a soft style can still deliver powerful strikes—as measured by breaking piles of bricks for instance.  Those in a soft style tend to view hard styles as preliminary, puerile training: strength training serves at best as a preliminary training for ki training--perhaps a bad, unwise and distracting preliminary at that.  Possibly it has some uses for the young, but not in the later stages of life.  I want to consider this issue.  If the traditional claims of soft styles are correct, the Western emphasis on strength becomes puerile too.  At the least, the current methods of training for strength turn out to be badly flawed.  At the most, strength itself is a transitional concept needing to be replaced by ki.  
Admittedly, this issue has important, perhaps mostly, empirical aspects too: are the claims of ki in fact true?  What data do we or could we have about the phenomena of ki training as opposed to strength training?  I shall survey what factual evidence there is.  Yet here the theoretical, philosophical aspects have importance too.  The conception of ki comes from a paradigm, a conceptual scheme, different from the Western one presupposed in modern strength training.  Are these two conceptual schemes, Western and Eastern, incommensurable?  Can they be merged and synthesized—assuming that each has something objectively legitimate and useful to offer? —and how to measure that?
Ki and Force
It may be difficult, or even impossible, to scientifically analyze and measure the achievements of the human spirit [ki], especially if they are realized through insight, intuition, or revelation, but it would be foolish not to make the attempt. Otherwise we may be speaking only esoteric jargon, and fall into subjectivism and dogmatism.​[6]​                 
What is most remarkable about the martial arts to the casual observer are the incredible, extra-ordinary displays of power.  A karate master like Mas. Oyama can break, with an empty hand, ten or twelve inches of boards, a brick, a slab of ice, a standing bottle, and even the horns of a bull, deflect arrows, and put out candles with the wind generated from a strike.  Again, a kendo master can slash through a large, solid object several times before its parts hit the ground.  In combat, an aikido or judo master appears to be doing little and using little effort, yet the attackers are thrown away like so much popcorn.  Though these feats may not be what is most amazing about the martial arts from an expert viewpoint (for often the most ordinary is the most amazing, although familiarity breeds contempt), such feats have caught the public's fancy.
If you are fighting and intimidate your opponent just by your demeanor, you are said to be using your ki, even though you may not have moved.  A kiai, a shout, may overwhelm an opponent: it is partly the noise, but, so the tradition goes, partly the "wind of your soul", that has overwhelmed your opponent.  
By means of the kiai the swordsman indicates his conviction that the actions he takes is decisive.  This unity of mind and body is manifest in a tonal configuration...Thus the sound produced may also be understood as a psychological ploy to disturb the foe's mental balance, as well as a physiological operation by which to unify and focus the strength of the entire body at one particular instant.​[7]​  
So far we have little more than the shout of a weightlifter while she is lifting the weight: in order to concentrate, perhaps increase adrenalin, and above all to help breathing and re-oxygenation.  However more extra-ordinary claims abound.  Funakoshi reports:
...he launched his attack, but just then there issued from Matusumura's throat a great cry that sounded to the engraver like a thunderbolt.  As the lightning of Matusumura's eyes had earlier immobilized him, so now did the thunder of Matusumura's voice.  The engraver found that he could not move.​[8]​  
The kiai is traditionally supposed to be a primary instance of ki, where you overwhelm your opponent through directing the energy of your very being like a weapon.  How reliable are the claims made about ki?  Funakoshi dismisses this story about Matusumura as mere myth.  But then he is the founder of shotokan karate, the master of a mere yang style.  On the other hand, Trevor Leggett (a judoka) reports that in the records of Japanese Zen monasteries it was reported routinely and fairly frequently that a monk had demonstrated the ability of killing a bird with a kiai and then resurrecting it with another.​[9]​  Such feats seem to go well beyond feats of strength.  So let us look further.
Traditionally power or force in the martial arts was known as ki (Chinese: ch'i or qi; Indian: prana).​[10]​  The conception of ki has a long history, in the martial arts and in Asian cultures in general, particularly in the Taoist tradition.​[11]​   Donn Draeger points out that ki, though discussed in the traditional Japanese martial arts, was not given an exalted, mystical status until the late nineteenth century.  Morihei Uyeshiba continued and accelerated this new trend, with his Mo-ist and Taoist beliefs.​[12]​
Ki generally is any energy, force, power, or agency; ki may be manifested in various ways, physically as well as emotionally and intellectually.  The fundamental notion of ki is something like "the original vital essence".​[13]​  The concept of ki resembles the concept of pneuma in ancient Greek philosophy: the pneuma is the wind, the life force, the essence in reproduction that is responsible for animating matter, or perhaps, more universally, the factor imparting motion to matter.​[14]​
‘Ki’ has then the general sense of ‘power’ or ‘strength’.  ‘Developing your ki’ is said to give you the ability to strike powerfully, to break many boards etc.  So there are some connections between ki and force—and strength, if we define ‘strength’ as ‘the ability to act with force’.   
To be sure, studies show that martial artists with more experience can strike an object with more force (in the sense of ‘force’ used in physics) than those with less experience.   But then training more in any activity tends to give you more ability in it.  Is there anything distinctive about training to develop ki? 
What is the relation of ki to strength and force?  The internal or negative (yin) martial arts distinguish ki from strength.  They claim that the external or positive (yang) martial arts have strength but little ki.  Still the internal martial artists can break piles of bricks with slaps—and so would be said to have strength and power in the usual senses, at any rate by casual observers.   Those in the external martial arts can break bricks too.  I propose using such actions as a common ground by which we can compare strength and ki.   
Historical Perspectives
In the twentieth century ki fell into disrepute in many Asian cultures.  Ki has always functioned as a central concept in traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture.  Nevertheless public health was deplorable in China before the Western ships and Western medical practices arrived.  Malaria, dysentery, smallpox, cholera abounded.  Many children became severely retarded simply due to a severe iodine deficiency, easily preventable just by eating seaweed or fish.​[15]​  This is still a problem in remote areas of China, despite the efforts of the central government and the World Health Organization.  Western medical practices and hygiene have brought striking improvements to public health.  Western technology in agriculture has brought more food to more people.  Infant mortality rates have plummeted; the lifespan of the average person has soared.  
Again, Western military technology humiliated the Asian powers.  British warships easily destroyed Chinese junks.  Admiral Perry humiliated the nation of Japan. The Japanese responded by abolishing the samurai class and imitating Western ways in order to compete.  
Perhaps the Boxer Rebellion struck the decisive blow against adherence to the traditional ways and the followers of ki:
Many [kung fu] societies taught their members that their kung-fu techniques would make them invincible, even to bullets.  This brought about the Boxers Rebellion (called "boxers” by the foreigners because the Chinese faced bullets bare-handedly).  Naturally bare hands do not stand against bullets, and the rebellion was crushed.  This brought disrespect for the validity of kung-fu.​[16]​
The Chinese attacking the foreigners were from the Society of Righteous and Harmonious Fists (義和團; pinyin (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Pinyin" \o "Pinyin​): Yìhétuán) located in Shandong province.  Part of their training consisted in Taoist techniques like Golden Bell Ch’i Kung, which promises to make its adepts immune to strikes from arrows and even bullets.​[17]​   Hence these martial artists or “boxers” did not think that they needed any protection against bullets.  They charged the Western infantry lines on several occasions.  The bullets worked; their techniques failed.  
The modern democratic and communist Chinese governments have had many disagreements. Yet they did agree on the need to Westernize and abandon such silly military techniques.  The traditional martial arts were replaced with modern military training.  (Martial arts training was also outlawed because of posing a military threat to the control of the government.)  In communist China traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture were not officially sanctioned and sometimes banned.  They were replaced by Western medical practices.  
Eventually some traditional Chinese practices reappeared.  By 1960 in mainland China people generally had a choice between traditional Chinese medicine and Western medicine, whose institutes were often located side by side.  Universities trained people in both specialties, albeit with only limited cross-training.  Some of the traditional, martial arts techniques reappeared in a performance art, first Chinese opera and later wu shu.  The movements of the tai ch’i forms were practiced for general exercize and physical therapy.  
The more arcane techniques like the Golden Bell have had a more checkered career.   In the 1970’s the Chinese communist government promoted the spread of qigong (Ch’i Kung), a more specialized discipline of tai ch’i.  The reasons remain unclear: perhaps it was a nationalist urge to celebrate a distinctively Chinese and superior science.  Qigong masters spread into Hong Kong.  Falun Gong emerged at the end of the rise of (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Qigong" \o "Qigong​) qigong in China as a mass movement—such a successful one that now the mainland government has banned it.
The most common qigong techniques consist in the breathing and posture exercizes also seen in tai ch’i.  Yet others made claims like those of the Taoist boxers: the Iron techniques for withstanding heavy blows; the Air techniques for striking at a distance.​[18]​  However at least some of those demonstrating such techniques seem to have been magicians who had been performing the same stunts at carnivals in previous years as mere tricks to entertain.​[19]​  A lot of the feats of strength by these “qigong masters” amounted to stage magic, often not very advanced stage magic at that.
So the problem arises that the current claims of the power of ki in the soft styles of the martial arts have become tainted with suspicion and deception, even for Asian martial artists.  Are they myths? Merely silly? Tricks? Merely false?
The Rise of Acupuncture
More recently, ki has come to be taken seriously even by Western science on account of acupuncture.  David Eisenberg, a Harvard=trained M.D., was one of the first to visit China and witness the uses of acupuncture.  He watched it being used for a surgery to remove a brain tumor lasting five hours.  He reports:
They made an incision along three sides of the rectangle outlined by the marking pen, and proceeded to lift a three-sided flap of full-thickness skin from Lu’s skull. At the moment of incision, Lu failed to wince, grimace, or give any hint of pain. He remarked that he was aware of the surgeons applying pressure to his skin but that he experienced no discomfort. His pulse and blood pressure remained at their preoperative levels.​[20]​
It’s hard to find any stage magic in such an operation!  The acupuncture used involved inserting two Chinese-style acupuncture needles, which are very thin and have a hard time piercing a newspaper, into the eyebrows.  The needles were then attached to a wire so that the current of a 9 volt battery would enhance the stimulation of the ki channels.
Eisenberg goes on to report seeing many such operations, including a thyroidectomy.  Chinese veterinarians use acupuncture routinely for surgery on animals.  Eisenberg himself went on to learn how to do acupuncture himself, not via undergoing Taoist rituals but in the mundane way of practicing with the needles and memorizing the anatomical ki charts.  His accounts seem reliable.  At any rate the American Medical Association came to recognize the efficacy of acupuncture.  
Note the hybrid nature of modern acupuncture: the electricity plus the traditional acupuncture.  Indeed it turns out that traditionally the Chinese did not use acupuncture for surgery.  Surgery itself came into widespread use only with Western medicine.​[21]​  
Acupuncture and Western medicine share further common ground.  Eisenberg relates:
Over the past few years scientists have discovered that acupuncture stimulates the production of certain morphine-like substances in the brain. These substances diminish pain perception. The newly discovered compounds are called endorphins or enkaphalins.​[22]​ 
So what is happening in acupuncture has effects measurable in Western terms.   It produces endorphins.  Indeed if the patient is given an endorphin blocker, the acupuncture will not work.  Also acupuncture has limited success in certain types of surgeries, notably gastrointestinal ones.​[23]​ 
Thus, in light of the current research on acupuncture, some of the traditional claims about ki may have more merit than was often thought.
Now much of the theory and practice embodied in acupuncture also appears in tai ch'i chuan, especially in its more arcane branch, qigong. (ch'i kung).  Qigong specializes in the development, amplification, and control of ki.  From these roots have arisen the fantastic stories of the preternatural abilities of ki.  Yet too the tradition of qigong contains some claims having medical import.  Cultivation of ki is said to promote a healthy and long life.  Many of the exercizes of tai ch'i chuan are structured to do this.  
Eisenberg reports seeing qigong practitioners having the same effect on patients having acupuncture without using needles or even touching the patient.  These people knew of the stunts of qigong performers and of the claims of abilities like the Golden Bell.​[24]​ They themselves appeared uninterested in doing them.  He asked one if he would try to move a hanging lantern.  He had never thought to try before but then agreed to do so: 
Then it happened. Though he was three feet away, the tassels moved—all six of them. Slowly, the lantern began to swing back and forth.​[25]​
To be sure, a magician could easily do this trick, say, by breath funneling.  Yet it is suggestive.  Currently there are some research projects involving bringing qigong masters into Western physics labs to ascertain the facts and screen out the tricks.  One theory about the efficacy of qigong has it using somehow the electromagnetic fields generated by the human body.     
Still some of the more radical, traditional claims of qigong look spurious.  For instance, there is the practice of the prebirth or prenatal breathing.  Actually, this is the usual form of breathing in Tibetan Buddhism.​[26]​  Various forms of Taoism have also adopted it, in particular, the sort of Taoism associated with Tai Ch'i Chuan and the I Ching.  Practicing this sort of breathing is supposed to halt and even to reverse the process of aging.​[27]​  Jou claims that many great masters of Tai Ch'i have mastered this practice.  Indeed, the founder of Tai Ch'i Chuan, Chang San-Feng was supposed to be such an immortal Taoist.​[28]​  
     Claims of longevity and immortality look verifiable.  In principle, they are.  Yet, in fact, often birth records have mistakes or are missing.  Oddly, Jou himself makes some remarks that imply—counter to his often repeated statements —that these claims of immortality should not be taken literally. About Chang San-Feng, he notes that he became a Chinese Immortal.  But this was a title bestowed by the Emperor, who in doing so may well have changed Chang's official birthdate.  Moreover, in giving the chronology of recent great masters of Tai Ch', Jou gives their dates of birth and death.  Hardly any lived beyond 70!​[29]​  To be sure, he does remark about a recent famous master, Cheng Man-Ching, that his love of wine caused him to die at 74.​[30]​  This may be, but then the techniques of ch'i kung do have limited power.
     Anyway, why does the quantity of life matter so much?  We have already remarked that preoccupation with living as long as possible interferes with the nature of the martial arts, as well as with acting morally, regardless of the consequences.  Certainly, Gautama Buddha et al. (samurai included) would care little.  Cheng Man-Ching himself said that he should refrain from certain practices to live to the "normal" life span of 120, but then where would be the enjoyment and the duties owed to others, which would have to be forsaken?  He "explained that a man could either live celibately like a Taoist hermit, conserving ching for spiritual development, or he could go out into the world...his desire was not to become a living Buddha, just to become a human being."​[31]​  This sentiment is more Buddhist than Taoist. If this life is illusory and transitory, why strive to give it lasting worth? As Socrates said in the Crito, the goal is not to live, but to live well,
Back to the Martial Arts
Commonly referred to as ki by its advocates, this Zen-like concept has resulted in a great disservice to the art of aikido in the last thirty years.​[32]​  
So we have found some empirical basis for some amazing medical feats of qi and some fraud.  Ki training in the martial arts likely has the same mix.  
I shall now discuss experimental results of the nature of ki in the martial arts.  There are many stories of amazing physical feats in the martial arts.  The trouble is that most of these stories are quite hard to track down and verify; many of the feats cannot be, or, at any rate, have not been, duplicated under controlled conditions.  Now it is true that people have a tendency to want to believe in certain myths and fables. Even in a modern society, we all need our heroes.  I am not interested here in satisfying that psychological need; I am interested in the truth.  So what can we know about the manifestations of ki in the martial arts?   I shall consider only those feats and events that have been performed for public observation and can, in principle at least, be repeated under controlled conditions, preferably with sophisticated monitoring equipment.  
Now it happens that the current fashion in research in physical education is physiological, and that there are some studies, of varying degrees of quality, of some physical features of martial arts activity.  The most popular such research topic appears to have been the amount of force generated by a punch.  In this section, I shall consider this data, and draw conclusions about what at present can be established about ki in the martial arts in contrast to what can be accomplished by mere strength..
Let us begin with a consideration of the ki of striking blows in martial arts like karate and taekwondo.  It is well known, even on the popular level, that experts in such martial arts can generate a tremendous amount of force in their strikes.  Thus, there are often breaking demonstrations, where up to twelve inches of wood (12" by 12", one inch pine boards, without spacers) can be broken.  Again other objects, like slabs of ice, concrete blocks, bricks, stones, and even bottles may be broken, either with support, or hanging in the air.  
Most of these feats cannot be done by the average person.  Yet, note that the average person cannot do what a champion athlete can do, or what a person in a circus, like a sword swallower or contortionist, can do.  Maybe these people too are using ki.  Still, it is useful to make this observation at this point, so that we do not overestimate the feats of martial artists.  
So far as I know, there are some materials that no martial artist can break.  Thus, Mas. Oyama cautions that you will not be able to break certain sorts of wood and brick.​[33]​ Breaking is nearly always done with the grain of the wood; I know of no one who can break steel I-beams--although Robert Smith, under the influence of John Gilbey, once reported such a phenomenon as a joke.​[34]​  I do not mean to set a priori limits to the abilities of martial artists, or to belittle the accomplishments of martial artists by making these claims.  But it is important to note that no martial artist is omnipotent.
Still the feats regularly seen in breaking demonstrations are quite impressive: at some tournaments, like kyukushinkankai, a minimum of 5 one-inch boards must be broken to qualify--and more to break a tie.  Many break 12.  How is it possible for someone to break such formidable materials?  Some of the research on ki in the martial arts has focused on this problem.  In classical physics, force = mass x acceleration.  The force of a strike, then, is determined by the mass of the body that is striking, times the acceleration (not the velocity, or speed, but the increase in speed at point of impact) of that body at point of impact.  Now this holds for any body striking anything.  
What enables the martial artist to generate such unusually great power is the ability to focus.  It is clear that power will be increased if either the mass of the body is increased, or the acceleration is increased.  The martial artist seeks to increase both.  To take a punch, for example, mass is increased by not merely striking with the mass of the fist, but with your entire body weight, by "putting your weight behind" the punch, what is called “heavy hands” in soft styles.  Acceleration is increased by being relaxed during the strike, so as to enable your arm to move more easily and hence quickly, and tensing only at the end of the punch, so as to put your body weight behind the punch at the point of impact and accelerate.  The shift to maximum body tension only at the point of impact is called focus (kime).  
Generally, power is also increased through a sudden shift in stance or twisting of various parts of a body.  So, in a punch, the fist is generally rotated at point of impact, to give a torque action, or is snapped back (in the Isshinryu style).  Again, the body is usually twisted in a strike or block; typically, the twisting action will begin in the hip area or lower abdomen (the hara).  These motions are likewise designed to shift your body weight behind the strike or block, and/or to give your strike or block more velocity and acceleration through a sort of whipping action.​[35]​
These factors, mundane though they may seem, can explain much of the tremendous power of strikes and blocks in the martial arts.  The velocity and acceleration of the blows can be amazingly rapid--so rapid that many actual strikes look faked on film; a punch can go 90 mph; a round-house kick 120 mph.​[36]​   The transfer of the entire body weight can come to be near instantaneous at the point of impact.​[37]​  Moreover, through a process of conditioning, the striking surfaces--hands, feet, elbows, shins, foreheads--can be strengthened, through acquiring calluses and calcium deposits, so that material may be broken without injury to the martial artist.  Indeed, a successful break puts much less stress on the striking surface than an unsuccessful one, where the force of the strike is transferred back to the martial artist through the rebound.
There are also a fair number of studies about the effect of martial arts training on reaction time, velocity, acceleration, and power of martial artists.​[38]​  First, it appears that there is little difference between the velocity of a strike of a novice and of an expert martial artist with the same level of conditioning.  Both the novice and the expert (of an approximately equivalent level of physical conditioning) take about the same amount of time to move the fist to the target.  However, there is a great difference in the amount of acceleration generated.  The novice tends to punch at a constant velocity; the punch does not speed up at the point of impact.  In contrast, the expert tends to punch at a constantly increasing acceleration, with the greatest increase in velocity at the point of impact.  Certain martial arts training, in particular the meticulous formal drills and forms, appear to make the difference.  It generally takes a minimum of five years of hard training to develop this skill at accelerating.  It is a question here of control of the movement of your body.
 There appears to be little difference in raw reaction time between a novice and an expert in the martial arts.  In a classic stimulus-response experiment, the expert will not be much faster to have a reaction in the nervous system (e.g., eye movement in response to a flashing light) than the novice. There is even a slight advantage in raw reaction time to the novice, as the expert tends to be older, and there is a slight decrease in reaction time with age.   
However, the expert will appear, to an untutored observer, to react more quickly in sparring or in self-defence.  The difference here is experience, the ability to read and anticipate your opponent's moves.  Again, the expert tends to move more smoothly, and people tend to notice smooth movements much less than jerky motions, no matter how fast they might be. So again, the expert, through extensive training in the martial arts, has an advantage, even with a loss of raw reaction time due to age.  Here then are other ways in which training in the martial arts makes a difference in physical skills: It is not so much that the martial artist has different physical abilities; rather that he or she can use and apply those abilities more effectively.  So too through training comes more effective use of effort.  The strikes generate more power; the martial artist appears stronger.  A lot of the efficiency is due to selectively relaxing muscles so that they do not work against each other:  Sword training with the simple downward strike gives a common example: a novice will be able to do far fewer strikes than a master, due to muscle fatigue. 
So, according to the relatively few scientific studies that have been conducted about martial arts abilities, the martial artist is no superhuman. What he or she can do can be explained, about as well as we can explain similar actions of other people, like walking, doing mathematics, and resisting pain.  The martial artist has, though, made an extra-ordinary and sometimes marvelous use of those abilities, so as to perform actions that ordinary people cannot.
This view of the significance of ki in the martial arts would be disputed by many people.  In particular, advocates of a soft style tend to claim that such analyses and conclusions are reductive and miss the distinctive features of the power of the martial arts:
Proponents of the internal styles claim that the use of this internal energy [ki] is more effective in prevailing over an opponent than is the use of the kind of strength advocated by exponents of external systems.  Teachers and students of external systems obviously find it difficult to accept that claim...They are willing to accept the role of the mind in what they do in the sense of achieving full concentration.  But they are unwilling to credit more than body dynamics and the correct application of the principles of leverage with their results.​[39]​
The claim here is that scientific research can account for the feats and abilities of the external, hard (Buddhist) styles of the martial arts, but not those of the internal, soft (Taoist) styles.  
One difficulty with evaluating this claim lies in the scarcity of authenticated displays of these powers of a soft style.  I shall consider what evidence there is in the next section.  Another problem is that some practitioners of an internal style reject such claims:
Many people even believe one can gain tremendous power and skill from practicing only slow, soft movements.  It is unfortunate that people have such ridiculous fantasies about kung fu. The notion of acquiring supernatural power from "internal" kung fu is a common misconception.​[40]​ 
Another difficulty lies in the claim that such powers cannot have, in principle, any scientific explanation.  So, for example, some of the properties of the kiai reported facetiously by Funakoshi and more seriously by Leggett might be explained through the vibratory powers of sound waves, just as a Western singer can break glass by singing.​[41]​  Again, the ability of the kiai to cause momentary paralysis might be due to the instincts of our animal nature, just as a loud growl freezes many people.  At this point, I see nothing to rule out scientific explanation in principle.  Still, feats like the following are currently hard to explain:
...a monk, who was dying by fire, said that he could feel no pain nor any heat, so long as he kept nothing in his head...I believe in this ability; I have seen and felt it...At this point scientific knowledge does not cover everything.​[42]​
Nevertheless the ability not to feel pain can be explained neurologically in many ways.  We can agree with Oyama, that present scientific knowledge does not cover everything, while leaving it open just what scientific knowledge can cover.
Magical Results?
It was previously thought that the karate punch, aided by some mysterious ki, was almost magical in its power.  And when those early pioneers first ventured into the full-contact ring, many observers thought heads would snap in half from the first full-power punch that landed.  But heads didn't snap in two.​[43]​  
So far I have been discussing and largely dismissing a magical understanding of the martial arts.  I am denying that there are phenomena that are in principle inscrutable, or outside the bounds of discursive thought and scientific explanation.  To be sure, current scientific theory cannot explain many aspects of the martial arts or acupuncture.  But, then it cannot explain many aspects of almost anything.  Just as it is presumptuous to set a priori limits on what a martial artist can do, so it is presumptuous to set such limits on a scientist.
A more "mystical" devotee of the martial arts may well object to this approach.  Even when talking about ki, so the objection goes, I have ignored the most noteworthy and pre-eminent abilities of great martial artists; I have described only what the moderately skilled martial artist can do; in effect, I have been limiting the martial arts to the external, hard styles.  Yet, it is claimed, the true masters of the martial arts can perform feats that defy science and are in the realm of magic or the supernatural.  So Stephen Hayes, a student of ninjitsu, says:
I began to become more and more aware of experiencing something along the lines of supraphysical energy fields and forces that extended beyond mere strategy and technique application.  On some occasions, it was as though I could tell where the attacker was headed before he even set into    motion...The more carefully and scientifically one can describe and explain the process of prevailing in an attack situation, the more subtle yet crucial elements one is forced to leave out for the sake of clear description.  16
What sort of feats are these?  Well, current fiction and movies on the martial arts are full of such things.  Thus, in Eric Van Lustbader's novels, martial artists have magical powers, and summon and contend with demonic forces.  Again, to take a case this is still second-hand, but from a more reputable source, I knew a judo grandmaster who related to me the following account (he himself was still somewhat skeptical about what actually happened): he knew someone whom he saw, after several days of meditation, take a sharp knife and plunge it repeatedly into his body, with no injury and no blood.  Less dramatic but more common are cases of Zen masters who are able to stick needles through their arms, and suspend weights from them, and then later remove the needles, without pain or injury. In such cases, the feat is explained as due to the process of concentrating on your ki, located in the hara (t'an-tien; dantien; chi-chung; second chakra), and then moving it about your body, where you want to avoid pain or injury.  
There are other, similarly amazing claims.  For example, in Red Sand Palm, "without touching the adept merely makes signs of rubbing or striking...with the palm of one's hand from a distance, and the receiver will be injured."​[44]​  Again, One Finger Kung is the ability to move objects at a distance; for instance, to put out a candle inside a glass lantern by pointing at it from twenty feet away.​[45]​  Such skills look fictitious or faked.  However, there have been demonstrations of some of them in the 1970's, although none as amazing as those above; the most unusual is driving a nail into wood using the forehead.​[46]​  This seems possible on normal grounds: at any rate Tatsuo Shimabuku is said to have had the habit of driving a large nail into wood with a shuto after teatime. 
 So. the objection goes, I have understated the abilities of the martial artist, so as to beg the question: I have mentioned only those abilities that we are able to explain rationally, and have ignored the rest.  But the rest are the most important and distinctive feats of the martial arts.  So I have missed what is distinctive about ki in the martial arts.
There are several issues here that need to be untangled:  On the one hand, we need to determine which claims are true,  On the other hand, there are theoretical issues, concerning just what can be understood rationally and scientifically.  Perhaps it is true that we cannot know everything scientifically.  Ironically, in some senses that claim can be proved scientifically: a common result in metalogic is that no normal (finitary) natural language can express all facts about the universe.  Again mathematical labyrinth theory gives the result that it is physically impossible to check more than a thousand independent facts for mutual consistency.  Science has more flexibility and sophistication than can be gleaned from its elementary textbooks.  
The claim of the immunity of ki to scientific explanation means something like: ki has no rational explanation; no laws of nature of the sort found respectable in Western science can explain certain phenomena of ki.  I have no way to prove the contrary.  But we would be committing a fallacy from ignorance to conclude that there are certain phenomena that we cannot understand scientifically, because we do not understand them now. Actually, we currently have no satisfactory explanation for consciousness or volition now either.  So, it is not just the martial arts that are mysterious.  No doubt, our view of science and human knowledge will change and perhaps become more adequate.   In the past, even the logical form of scientific laws has changed: quantum theory now admits probabilistic explanation of a type that was excluded from classical mechanics.  Still change, inadequacy or obscurity in current scientific theory provides no reason to exclude the entire scientific enterprise a priori  from investigating any phenomenon. 
Thus we have much to learn about human beings and their capabilities, and so will have to modify our theories.  Acupuncture is a good case: Here there are clear cases where large needles stuck into the human body at critical points, do not cause pain or injury, but, on the contrary, promote healing and well-being.  Some of the feats of martial artists, like sticking needles through the arms, appear to be phenomena of this sort.  Medical theory in the West has already had to be modified to account for the efficacy of acupuncture.  Acupuncture is traditionally taught in terms of ki: "The means by which ch'i may be summoned are few.  All obey the laws of acupuncture.”​[47]​  The martial arts can thus be viewed as a type of medical art, conceived along the lines of acupuncture: "the primary goal of martial arts, despite their combative effectiveness, is to prolong life," namely, by stimulating the circulation of ki.​[48]​  Thus, just as acupuncture techniques of "manipulating ki" have been incorporated into Western medical science, so too the martial arts techniques of controlling and developing ki might come to be accepted scientifically.  
Another example is the mounting evidence that some people can control their internal physical states, including their brainwaves and central nervous system.​[49]​  This evidence has led to the development of such techniques as biofeedback and pain control, like the ability claimed by Mas. Oyama discussed above.     
Likewise, certain other abilities of martial artists, after these are studied more carefully, may cause changes in scientific theories.  Yet in studying such phenomena, we come to recognize their limitations: acupuncture is not a panacea, and a martial artist is not omnipotent. Thus, on the theoretical side, there appears to be nothing that in principle excludes any phenomenon in the martial arts from scientific investigation.
On the other hand, there are empirical questions.  We have not yet tackled claims about the martial arts that look to be truly supernatural, and immune to rational explanation.  What about the magical feats, so constant a feature of martial arts lore, and so much stressed by those in the soft, Taoist tradition?  Here it is a question of just what in fact have martial artists been able to do.  I have already noted the practical difficulties of getting hard, repeatable data of these feats, under controlled conditions.  Again, to conclude that these feats happen, just because we cannot prove that they do not happen, is to commit a fallacy of ignorance.
Moreover, some spectacular displays of ki have been shown to be magician's tricks.  James Hydrick, for instance, appeared to be able to move a pencil at a distance, but then was caught using breath funneling, a conjurer's technique.​[50]​  Subsequently, he has demonstrated the same ability under more controlled conditions, with no one being able to discover a trick.  But has Hydrick real supernatural powers, or has he just become a more skillful magician?  Likewise, the feats of fighting blindfolded, lying on a bed of nails, and being able to slice a watermelon on someone's stomach with a sword while blindfolded, also require no magical power.​[51]​  Similar questions may be asked about many "supernatural" displays of ki in the martial arts, especially when they are not produced repeatedly under controlled conditions and when the performers suddenly became qigong masters after a career in stage magic..
Still, it is clear that martial artists have some amazing abilities.  Some feats appear genuine: for example, Cominick Giacobbe, like many others, puts spokes through his arms and suspends weights on them without injury.​[52]​  Yet, in the same light, it is clear that human beings do have special abilities that they ordinarily do not use.  In periods of stress, a normal person can pick up a car or be incredibly hard to restrain (especially with the mentally disturbed); there are some explanations of these abilities in terms of adrenalin.  So, Han Jae Ji, a great master of hapkido (which is both hard and soft), describes ki as a strictly brain controlled phenomenon.  In other words, ki is produced when the brain activates the production of adrenalin.​[53]​ 
On this view, human beings in general have some little understood, infrequently used, extraordinary abilities.  Martial arts training may develop these abilities, but there need be no arcane principle here but rather a continuity with Western power training.  The common ground that the martial arts share with sport in sparring, breaking, and exhibitions of strength bear this out.  .  
The remarkable feats...have led many people to believe that these masters possess some mysterious secrets, or some source of extraordinary power.  This is not the case.  There is no formula which, when properly utilized, allows someone to perform supernatural acts.  The secret is karatedo itself.  When a man has mastered the techniques to perfection, when his mind has reached a state of intense serenity and plenitude, and when his mind and body are united into a single entity, then he is able to perform things that an untrained man cannot do under ordinary circumstances.  But, under the stress of an intense emotion, even an ordinary person can accomplish unthinkable exploits.​[54]​
But, again, as with acupuncture, there are limits to these abilities: no human being will pick up the Empire State building—that takes a superman.  
Again, some of the feats described could be explained by hypnosis of the opponent.  E. J. Harrison claims that some martial artists were skilled at hypnotizing their opponents in combat, and so could appear to disappear, etc.​[55]​  So we might explain the following:
One of the most interesting psychic and mystical aspects of Ninjitsu was kuji-kiri.  These magical in-signs made with the fingers were used by ninja to hypnotize an adversary into inaction or temporary paralysis of action.​[56]​
I have already offered a similar explanation for the ability to control pain.
Likewise, there are several possible explanations of the delayed death touch (dim mak)—assuming that there is such a thing.​[57]​  First, some practitioners apparently poisoned their striking surfaces, and the touch would transfer the poison to the skin of the victim, who would be poisoned slowly.  Second, as with acupuncture, precise knowledge of the system of ki might enable someone to induce seizures in the victim at a later date.  George Dillman has repeatedly knocked out skeptical participants at his seminars by striking the ki channels in sequence.  Unlike the Chinese, he identifies the ki channels with the nervous system:
In general terms, a pressure point is a place where energy can be transmitted most effectively into a nerve.  It is usually a place where there is a small branch of nerve endings connecting two or more major nerve pathways, or a place where major nerves join together...The pressure points used in kyusho-jitsu are the same points used in acupuncture...According to acupuncture theory, pressure points lie on pathways, called meridians, which are associated with certain organs of the body.​[58]​ 
This might be a mistake; Eisenberg, trained in Western medicine and acupuncture, says that the systems are separate.  In any case, Dillman goes on to give an explanation of dim mak in terms of ki: 
As ki flows through the body it follows a twenty four hour (diurnal) cycle through all twelve of the visceral meridians...This has two implications for kytusho-jitsu: point sequence and time of day attacking...Each meridian is particular vulnerable for two hours in twenty four. By attacking a meridian during its active time, techniques have a magnified effect.  But by attacking a particular meridian during its weakest stage of activity it is possible to create a result which won't be felt until the meridian enters its strong period twelve hours later.  This is a form of delayed pressure point fighting.​[59]​  
Stopping the kidneys or liver would result in death after a few days.  This is, we believe, the source for the legends concerning the "death touch" and the "delayed death touch"." [hitting a sequence of pressure points can stop a particular organ of the body from functioning, Dillman claims.]​[60]​
Dillman has no objection to scientific study of ki.  Indeed he has been trying to do so himself, and has taught others how to strike the ki channels, just as Oyata taught him.  .  
Here we have a case similar to traditional folk medicine.  Some of the treatments do work.  We need think only of the native use of quinine bark for malaria.  Often the practitioners do not know the causal mechanisms whereby they work.  As with acupuncture, there does indeed seem to be a phenomenon to be investigated—one amenable to scientific treatment in principle.  
  As for dim mak with no contact, such an ability has even less corroboration; still, it might be explained as a sort of hypnosis and suggestion, just as the success of voodoo on a willing victim has been explained—or even  as a placebo effect. 
The empirical question seems to end up being, whether or not martial artists have supernatural powers, abilities without limit, which can be acquired by arcane practices.  There is a lot of talk about this in the martial arts: you are exhorted to feel that you can do anything, that you can so control the energy running through your body, your ki, that anything is possible for you.  Master of the martial arts might then be thought to have mastered all the possibilities.  How can we assess such claims?  We do not have actual, decisive experimental data, that these claims are true, nor that they are false.  We do have some indirect and partial empirical evidence that martial artists too are none but human, with human strengths and weaknesses.
For one thing, there is the testimony of great masters like Mas. Oyama that even the most accomplished martial artists that they know have limits to what they can do, to the material that they can break.
But, it might be objected, that the hard styles are those that neglect the more esoteric and supernatural aspects of ki, that are nurtured by the soft, Taoist styles. 
In reply, it seems reasonable, on the evidence available to follow those like Don Draeger and Robert Smith, who recount the tales about the ki of the Chinese masters, but then separate the abilities claimed into "the fatuous and the fantastic".​[61]​  Techniques like the Red Sand Palm and the One Finger Kung they say are fatuous: these are myths about the abilities of martial artists in the past, where these abilities are, predictably enough, currently "lost".  These stories do, though, serve the function of providing goals for current martial artists, no matter how expert, to strive for.  On the other hand, there are the amazing, fantastic abilities, to make your body able to withstand heavy blows, to be able to break large quantities of material, to be able to move silently.  These are unusual abilities, yet not peculiar to the martial arts.  The Lizard Technique may teach you to climb sheer walls, but so will Western mountain climbing.  Likewise, the techniques in aikido enable you to withstand being pushed over, to push others over effortlessly, and to escape pins.  So Uyeshiba 
would hold a long sword...out to his side, and tell three or    four of his strongest black belts to push on it.  They couldn't budge him, and then he would push them down.​[62]​
These techniques are amazing, but can be explained in terms of the leverage principles of physics, and have been duplicated outside of the tradition of aikido.​[63]​  A similar case might be the ability to strike a target while blindfolded with an arrow, such as Herrigel reports of his archery master.​[64]​
So the techniques peculiar to the soft styles of the martial arts do not appear to resist scientific explanation.  Indeed, we tend to agree with George Mattson, that the difference between the hard and soft styles ultimately concerns only how the techniques are taught: the end result--maximum force at the point of impact with minimum effort, via contracting only those muscle groups that contribute power--is the same.​[65]​
Furthermore, it does appear that training in Zen and in Taoist techniques need not give you a decisive advantage over your opponent.  So, to be blunt, both in war and in sport, those trained in these traditions have not inevitably defeated those who are not.  In the Olympics, the champions in archery or in pistol shooting tend to be Westerners, despite the venerable tradition of Zen archery.  We need to balance the mystique of Herrigel's Zen archer with some crude facts:
It was really heartrending to note the persistence with which they (Japanese archers) missed after all this elaborate ceremonial, but I think I am right in saying that they themselves would far rather have missed...in proper form than score by such irregular practices as those indulged in by my friend who, with a cigar between his teeth, the bow held horizontally instead of perpendicularly, and the arrow on the wrong side, would wing his shafts into the very centre of the target with a monotonous frequency...​[66]​
Again, many of the demonstrations of fighting prowess in the martial arts are suspect: they may be more acting than fighting.  So Alice McGrawth, a long-time aikido student observes:
Then what of the pictures and demonstrations of frail, old gentlemen easily disposing of multiple assailants with the light twist of the wrist?  The frail old gentleman has been practicing aikido for most of his life.  He is probably the master teacher "disposing" of students who have been trained to respond to the twist of the wrist.  It would be grossly impertinent and discourteous for the strong young men to avoid, resist, or attempt a counterattack on the master.​[67]​
So a lot of the feats of mythic proportions claimed in the martial arts are suspect, as they usually are not performed in public in a neutral, unbiased setting.  Perhaps the true masters do not like to compete, or to exhibit their skills.  This is the usual explanation: 
The master of Kung Fu can perform many of those feats (move objects with the mind) but they are very reluctant to teach this phase of the art...man of the Sifu [teachers] are not willing to teach this phase, or even to demonstrate that it does exist.​[68]​
I admit that it is possible for there to be these amazing, occult abilities in the martial arts: we are not omniscient.  Yet it usually is the case that those who practice a lot, against top competition, are better at what they do, than those who do not practice.  It is possible that there are people who gain their skills in different ways.  But, at present, we have insufficient empirical grounds for thinking so.
So, to conclude, to the best of our current knowledge, martial artists are merely human.  The feats of ki, of power in the martial arts, do not differ in kind from other human activities.  We do not thereby belittle the martial arts or human beings: both can be amazing and have extraordinary skills, that are ordinarily hidden or suppressed.  Certain training methods in the martial arts may develop these abilities.  Thus chakuriki is a group of training methods for developing great strength: the spiritual, through meditation, the medicinal, through herbs, and the physical, through endurance training.​[69]​  These training methods are typically practiced by a martial artist in seclusion in the mountains, as Mas. Oyama did, and are credited with developing many amazing abilities--and these abilities, especially of breaking and the 100 kumite, have been demonstrated repeatedly.  But there is no preternatural phenomenon here.
 POETRY
The master may perform baffling circular gyrations causing him to vanish before the opponent's eyes, whereas he actually has circled behind his opponent.​[70]​ 
There is yet another objection to our rationalist, scientific approach to ki.  In the written and oral traditions of the martial arts, there are many reports of superhuman feats of ki, which seem inexplicable in mundane terms.  For example, a master is reported to have had the ability to disappear about thirty feet away from his opponent, and then reappear within striking range.  Again, there are stories of masters who can inflict blows without ever approaching their opponents, just through the transference of ki. I have argued that there is no theoretical or empirical basis now for us to believe such stories.  But, it might be countered, it surely is an empirical fact that such stories about ki are persistent and common in the martial arts.  And, surely, people do not continually make similar claims without there being a factual basis for their claims.  Here, then, is indirect empirical evidence that ki transcends normal, scientific understanding.
First, a lot of the stories told about ki in the martial arts must be discounted.  Human beings have always had a penchant for myth-making.  It is well known in anthropology that people in modern societies as well as in less advanced ones make myths.​[71]​  The styles change, but the content of the myths remain basically the same: anthropomorphic gods, demons, UFO's, pyramid power, numerology.  There is no doubt some factual basis and truth in such myths, but it is almost impossible to tear through the fabric of popular fancy to find it.  The martial arts, then, like many other human practices have their myths.  
Some martial artists have indeed recognized the persistence of myths and their need for them:
...I wanted to believe in omnipotent sensei [masters], in unlimited mastery...Do we somehow need to believe in exaggerated half-truths or myths in order to go on training?...the "sensei syndrome".  It's the need to give oneself over to a higher power than God, a person who will clarify the unclarifiable.​[72]​
People often have a need to exaggerate or deify their teachers or idols; in that way, they themselves acquire self-worth by association.  But it is more in accord with the spirit of the martial arts to face the truth starkly:
As exciting as my tales of wonder are, they really are pointless.  I know they are pointless because some of my students now tell semi-fantastic stories about my exploits, and I have never done anything fantastic.​[73]​
Myths are not necessarily to be disparaged.  Myths give us values, ideals, and hope.  They provide common cultural symbols which give people a common ground and which serve to introduce and accustom people to a cultural institution or tradition.  But, still, we need to remember that these are myths, fiction, not fact.
When I say that some of the stories about the martial arts are myths, and need to be discounted, I do not mean to reject and disparage these stories.  Instead I mean to treat them as myths.  The mistake is to take them literally: the events did not in fact happen; the martial artist, usually identified quite vaguely or ahistorically, need not have ever lived.  Take thus the story Bodhidharma standing motionless for eight years.   Indeed, it may well give a martial artist an inferiority complex, if the goals set for prowess in the martial are supernatural: if you never can fly, but are supposed to be able to fly, you will be disappointed.
Second, even when these stories about ki in the martial arts are discounted, many of them still have a factual and historical basis. Many of the stories are about actual people who have or had great skill in the martial arts: for instance, Musashi perhaps or certainly Takuan in Japan.  The stories may even be about actual, historical events in a real martial artist's life.  Such stories quite naturally tend to become embroidered and exaggerated for the sake of rhetorical effectiveness and symbolic function.  We all tend to overstate our own experiences and the skills of those whom we know and admire.
So many reports of actual occurrences of displays of ki are not literally true, though they are based on fact.  Rather, the reports are metaphorical; they are a poetically expressed version of what has happened.  To take the examples at the beginning to this section, suppose that you are sparring someone quite out of fighting range, and all of a sudden that person is attacking on top of you, punching or sweeping you, without your having realized that the person has moved in closer.  You might say that it was as if the person disappeared and all of a sudden reappeared on top of you.  Likewise, if someone throws a punch at you, when you are aware of the person always being too far away to strike, but still the punch hits you, you might say that it was as if the force of that punch hit you from a distance.  So it is easy to be metaphorical, and it is also easy for someone to take what you say at literal, face value.
I would judge the evidence of the reports of amazing, seemingly magical displays of ki in the martial arts in this way.  Such reports are myths or poetry, rhetorically exaggerated accounts of actual events, which may be amazing, but not supernatural.  A typical instance would be:
Experienced practitioners can produce visible steam from their fingertips.  This is because much ch'i has been concentrated in the hands.​[74]​
Such a claim may have some factual basis: the martial artist may be able to control the blood flow and localize great tension in the hands, and so cause a difference of temperature in different parts of the body.  But there seems little reason to believe the more occult side of this claim, as far as we can determine.
Many times a martial artist has an experience which he or she then expresses in quasi-magical or mystical terms.  In such cases, it is quite difficult to untangle what really happened from the words used.  To take a typical example, Joe Lewis says
...when I'm throwing a hand at the bag, I try to get a feeling of my hand as not being a hand but a form of energy coming from the universe and also a feeling of the energy coming from the center of the earth. And it's like those two energy pulls are coming together, and it's like there's a pulverization of the energy and my body is just a conductor so that I don't think of myself throwing a punch or a kick...The Orientals call it ki...I do believe in it and have personally felt it.​[75]​ 
It is undeniable that Lewis represents his experience of punching as if it were the meeting of "cosmic energy" fields, and so thinks of punching in that way.  Yet he then insists that this is a unique "psychic phenomenon".  Here is where there is just not enough evidence to justify the claim that ki is an objectively real phenomenon, of a special, distinctive type.  Just because you feel that you are "walking on air", it does not mean that you are.
To take another example, Uyeshiba is said to have been a master of irimi (entering your opponent's defenses at the point of least resistance).  Steve Segall, one of Uyeshiba's students says:
Irimi is an oblique entrance that is very deceptive. It is almost like magic.  There are certain tricks that are optical illusions.  It is, in a way, trickery with angles, sleight of hand, and people can't see how it works.​[76]​
On the other hand, others insist that Uyeshiba's abilities transcend scientific explanation, at least of the current variety.  In an 8mm film, it is claimed,
Uyeshiba is seen at one point...facing the converging attacks and seemingly trapped.  In the next frame, he is seen as  having moved forward a couple of feet, and he is facing back  in the opposite direction.​[77]​
This case might be explained away as a deceptive and extremely fast and skillful shift in perspective by Uyeshiba.  Other cases, as stated, cannot be so explained:
On one occasion, completed surrounded by men with knives, Uyeshiba repeatedly disappeared and reappeared at the same instant, looking down at his attackers from the top of a flight of stairs.  Uyeshiba refused to repeat this feat,    saying that the effort involved might take several months from his life.​[78]​
Notice again the difficulty in ascertaining just what Uyeshiba did, and in verifying his abilities.  On the evidence available, it appears reasonable to take the more outlandish claims as hyperbole: Uyeshiba moved so skillfully it was as if he had disappeared.  Indeed, Gozo Shioda, Uyeshiba's senior student, says:
Ki, ki, ki...people who talk like that sound like lunatics. O-sensi [Uyeshiba] said that sometimes, when you're practicing, everything...mind, body, everything... fits together just right, you've experienced ki.​[79]​ 
So we need not admit something preternatural.  Even there were a feat of strength at odds with current scientific theory to explain, the scientific tradition can accommodate this. The loadstone was considered magical but then came to be explained in a general theory of electromagnetism; x-rays seemed impossible until Wilhelm Röntgen discovered them.   
Conclusions
Many claims about ki are based upon exaggeration, metaphor, mythology or fraud.  Some claims about ki have warrant.  Phenomena in acupuncture present the best evidence at present.  Displays of power in the martial arts like breaking, moving material objects, and striking able to be measured by the conventional standards of physics have promise too.
Manifestations of ki have a different basis than displays of conventional strength.  The anatomical ki channels do not coincide with the nervous system.  
The claim that ki cannot be compared with strength, that the two have incommensurate or disjoint paradigms, has little support.  The efficacy of acupuncture and anesthesia can be compared in surgery; the power of ki versus strength can be compared in martial arts training.  They have a common ground.
Recent history confirms the overlap: acupuncture came to be used for analgesia in surgery.  Hybrid, hard-soft styles like gojuryu or taekwondo train deliberately for both strength and ki: strength at first as it develops more quickly and is easier for the young; ki more gradually as the training progresses.  
In practice Western strength training and Eastern ki training may overlap too.  Those who start with conventional Western strength training may, deliberately or not, end up developing abilities traditionally associated with ki.  Likewise those who start in a soft style may end up strong: holding the postures in a tai ch’i form for minutes at a time develops strength too. 
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